
Mathematics Department Subject Curriculum Statement  
 

Curriculum Intent  
Mathematics is a creative and highly inter-connected discipline that has been developed over centuries, 

providing the solution to some of history’s most intriguing problems. Mathematics is a universal language and 

essential to understanding the world around us. It is essential to everyday life, critical to science, technology, 

and engineering, and necessary for financial literacy and most forms of employment. A high-quality 

mathematics education therefore provides a foundation for understanding the world, the ability to reason 

mathematically, an appreciation of the beauty and power of mathematics, and a sense of enjoyment and 

curiosity about the subject.  

The intent of our Mathematics curriculum is to offer clear sequencing of mathematical ideas, concepts, 

knowledge, and techniques both within each year and across years so that new ideas are built on the firm 

foundations of existing ones. Our curriculum aims to develop pupils that can investigate, hypothesize, prove, 

and generalise using problem solving to reason in aspects of overarching mathematical components, number 

explorations, geometric reasoning, proportional investigations, and graphical representations. Sequencing has 

been designed to maximise interleaving strategies by encouraging cross topics links and application. We 

provide opportunities to apply learning to across a range of career pathways and cross curriculum subjects.  

Curriculum Implementation  
In each unit we will ensure that all students develop a deep understanding of fundamental concepts, achieve 

fluency in their mathematics, and are able to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately. Students will 

also learn how to reason mathematically and apply their mathematics to a variety of problems with increasing 

sophistication and across a range of curriculum areas. Innovative cognitive theory is used in the classroom to 

ensure students transfer content into their long-term memory and, as a result, retain information as they 

move through each unit of work. This is achieved through regular low-stakes testing, re-visiting of previous 

content at the beginning and middle of each lesson and combining previous content into the problem solving 

of new content. We are keen to promote enjoyment and enrichment in all application of Mathematics. Our 

scholars have opportunities to participate in various challenges (locally and nationally) such as MENSA, UKMT 

and Masterclasses in prestigious universities as well as having trips abroad to further enrich their life 

experiences. We will ensure our scholarship programme meets the needs and passions of our most able 

students, enriching and enhancing their experiences of mathematics beyond the scope of the classroom.  We 

will also develop, through a rigorous intervention and extra-curricular programme for students, a sense of 

confidence in their mathematical reasoning and problem-solving which will equip them with the necessary 

knowledge, skills and understanding to actively participate in and contribute positively to the local and global 

communities in which they operate. 

Curriculum Impact  
The impact of our mathematics curriculum is that our students will develop a growth mindset through deeper 
learning, mathematical reasoning and independence in analysing, handling, interpreting and quantifying 
information thus allowing them to think through a wide range of real-life situations. Pupils are encouraged to 
think hard in the lesson, apply their skills and develop their versatility as problem solvers in the classroom and 
beyond. Our pupils’ progress will be maintained through frequent, accurate and effective formative and 
summative assessments, to build retention of prior and current learning. We will regularly monitor the quality 
and impact of our mathematics curriculum through targeted learning walks, book scrutiny and pupil 
interviews. In addition to this, we will continue to survey our staff and pupils, as well as their families, to 
identify their perception of mathematics and identify the professional development needs of our team to 
continue to deliver an engaging and progressive curriculum fit for the demands of the 21st century. 

 


